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FOREVER HAS FALLEN® IS A PODCAST ADVENTURE
Each episode leads to a fictional world made of websites, social media, mobile apps, AR and live events.
As fans engage with characters and discover clues, they enjoy an immersive gameplay experience with
rewards as they solve challenges and puzzles.

INTERACT WITH CHARACTERS VIA MOBILE

EXPLORE FICTIONAL WEBSITES

EARN STATUS OR FOREVER COIN®
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HEART PUMPING, ENTHRALLING, RIVETING
THE POWER, RAGE AND
MACHINATIONS OF BILLIONS

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY RAISING BIG
MORAL QUESTIONS, AS SEEN IN IRON MAN

THE RELENTLESS HUNT OF A WRONGLY
ACCUSED HERO, JUST LIKE THE FUGITIVE
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STORY
We begin at the global headquarters of The Forever Social®, a billion dollar
start-up generating digital immortality for tens of millions of people, with
millions more pouring in every month. At the heart of the empire is the Forever
Engine, created with new breathtaking levels of AI and quantum computing.
It is considered so advanced, experts in the field believe it to be pure science
fiction, claiming all cannot possibly be what it seems.
The Forever Social founder and CEO, Karl-Axel Mattiasson arrives late at night
to resolve a bitter feud with his best friend and CTO Linda Lindblad. He finds
her slaughtered, with multiple gun shots to the face.

The motivations and identities of investors are gradually exposed. With the
Forever Engine destroyed, humanity’s one great hope for immortality is
slipping out of reach and driving the hunt for Karl-Axel to fever pitch.
Karl-Axel’s guilt or innocence is always under a cloud. Is he the victim? Or a
super villain playing on the emotions of dedicated supporters? And what of
his involvement in cell rejuvenation research?
As the hunt intensifies, knowing who to trust and who holds the key to the
truth is unclear with unexpected twists throwing doubt on motives and
allegiances.

The Forever Engine has been destroyed, the company accounts emptied and
the only person who could prove it was not Karl-Axel has her nose stuck on a
wall, surrounded by bullet holes. Realising he is being framed, Karl-Axel runs,
escaping as the blue lights appear at the front entrance.
When the manhunt begins, Interpol enlists a local policeman, known for his
ruthless efficiency and integrity, David Borg. Meanwhile, the lead investor in
The Forever Social®, Russian oligarch, Kiril Orlov, hires a psychotic assassin,
Chechen, Zakhira Kurbanova, known for her bizarre and cruel methods of
execution.
Local celebrity journalist Håkon Blixt, who was writing a candid biography
about Karl-Axel, smells a rat and joins the hunt, with the advantage of intimate
knowledge about Karl-Axel, having been embedded in Karl-Axel’s life for the
past 6 months.
As these characters delve into the mystery, there are shocking revelations
about the Forever Engine and the tens of millions of digital lives that have
been destroyed. Karl-Axel’s genius and his source of inspiration for the
Forever Engine cast a dark shadow.

From the story comes a global manhunt in a fictional
world to uncover how Forever Has Fallen®...
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STRUCTURE
Forever Has Fallen® will be divided into 5 main seasons with 10 episodes per season.
Each episode is 20 to 25 minutes in length and will be released weekly with exciting
and fun game play that takes no longer than 3 hours to complete (fans have the
freedom to explore more of the fictional world if they like). The total run of the
podcast adventure will be 80 weeks, with 1 season occurring every 6 weeks.
Fans have the option of getting the full experience (engaging in gameplay/
challenges), which comes with rewards. Or to simply consume podcast content
and explore elements of the fictional world (follow the story only).
Each episode will contain multiple storylines that intersect with one another.
Some storylines will get resolved by episode’s end, others will carry on and
foreshadow deeper impact into the season or series.
Each season will reach a cliffhanger finale, leaving questions unanswered until
the next season begins.
At the end of season 5, there will be no loose ends after the finale and all of the lead
characters will have complete arcs. The structure of the story and game play will be
such, that fans can join in at the beginning at anytime, years after the finale, to enjoy
the game play and experience the story for themselves.
Depending upon the success of the podcast, we will look at other media to tell
the story and create gamification.

DIVIDED INTO 5 MAIN SEASONS WITH A
SIX-WEEK BREAK BETWEEN EACH

EACH SEASON WILL COMPRISE OF
10 X 20 TO 25 MINUTE EPISODES
RELEASED WEEKLY

FANS CAN EXPLORE THE FICTIONAL
WORLD BY COMPLETING PUZZLES &
CHALLENGES HINTED AT IN THE PODCAST
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COMBINATION OF ENTERTAINMENT AND GAMEPLAY

THE PURPOSE OF EACH EPISODE IS TO:

In the podcasts, there will be mention of key scenes, plot twists and
clues. For example, a phone number is mentioned, a website is glossed
over or the name of a company or significant person is revealed – all
enabling fans to further investigate the clues to uncover challenges,
puzzles and more of the storyline outside of the podcast.

• Move fans along the storyline

Every single element of gameplay will have finality, consequences,
purpose and rewards, all in the context of the story.

STRUCTURE OF ‘EPISODES’
An episode is made up of the weekly podcast, short film clips,
discoverable documents, audio files and video snippets (i.e. footage
from a security camera or a character’s mobile) and AR to tell the story
and/or provide clues to complete a challenge. AR will act like a ‘time
machine’ showing scenes of previous events and conversations laced
with clues and backstories.

• Uncover plot twists
• Follow character arcs
• Complete challenges
• Earn Forever Coin®
• Earn status
• Gain information and knowledge to help later
• Provide community members at random with special privileges/
special powers

MAINTAINING ENGAGEMENT OF FANS FOR 5 SEASONS
There will be the introduction of compelling fresh characters alongside
the regulars to create new interests, character arcs and opportunities
for fans to engage.
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TONE AND STYLE
An insider look at the cold ‘chess game’ of business and politics, as
seen in Billions and House of Cards, with the desperate technology
threat and spycraft of Bourne Identity.
At every step there will be high energy, fast-paced action, power,
technology and new surprises. We will be dedicated to being
unpredictable.
Forever Has Fallen® is set in today’s world and will feature continual
reminders that we are topical, providing references to current events,
and in many instances, providing a very different commentary on real
world events as they happen.

The soundtrack will be used to set the mood of scenes, and
communicate a character’s feelings or their state of mind. Combined
with animation, AR, film and visual sequences in other mediums, the
soundtrack will connect with parts of the story or reveal more about a
character.
Music will vary from Metallica and Pearl Jam, to Fleetwood Mac or The
Rolling Stones. The music used needs to be authentic and emotionally
engaging, appealing to our fans.

WHAT DOES KARL-AXEL THINK ABOUT DONALD TRUMP’S
LATEST POLICY DECISION? THE UPS AND DOWNS OF STOCK
MARKETS? CLIMATE CHANGE, POLITICS AND MAJOR WORLD
EVENTS?
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NEW STORYTELLING OPPORTUNITIES TO LITERALLY
GIVE FANS THE TIME OF THEIR LIVES
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A FICTIONAL WORLD OF INTRIGUE,
COMMUNITY BUILDING & OUTRAGEOUS FUN
SOCIAL MEDIA

MOBILE

Carefully personalised, social media will
reflect the lifestyle, likes and tastes of
characters. Fans can friend, follow, like and
even receive correspondence coming the
other way. Each form of media (Facebook,
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc) will be optimised
for personality and engagement.

The SMS/MMS feature of mobile phones
provides opportunities for real-to-life
conversations and VMs between characters
and community members. Clues and
hyperlinks will be delivered via mobile
from characters when prompted... And also
unexpectedly...

WEBSITES

ESCAPE ROOMS

An array of fictional companies, people,
events and media will make up a
complete online world for fans to explore.
Backstories, resources, clues, challenges,
puzzles, casual games and Easter eggs will
populate a rich environment, incorporated
into the story and gameplay.

Themed escape rooms will allow fans
to engage with each other and will also
feature live streaming, with fans able to
participate from around the world.

AR
Used as a ‘time machine’ for the fans to see
exclusive footage, content, crimes scenes
and conversations, which contain clues,
character arcs and provide gameplay,
similar to Pokemon GO.

SCAVENGER HUNTS
Held both online and in the real world,
scavenger hunts will make use of most
of the media mentioned above. They will
generate excitement, challenges and the
thrill of hunt in being the first to uncover
new content, clues and solve puzzles, with
rewards scattered throughout.
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EXAMPLES OF GAMEPLAY
AUGUMENTED REALITY
AR will be used in a similar way to Pokemon
GO with digital consumables (Pokeball
equivalents) unlocking gameplay and
content. Players will be in the thick of the
action, watching pivotal scenes that lead
into challenges. For example, a character
is passed a handwritten note containing
crucial information. After reading, he rips
it into tiny pieces, scattering them to the
wind. Using AR, the player must collect
all the pieces to unlock the next clue that
progresses the story. Players can use their
free daily allowance of digital consumables
to play, or purchase more to extend their
time and/or abilities.

Excitement and drama is driven by
‘countdown clock’ timers for quests, risk of
failure and a P2P competitiveness.

COMPLETING CHALLENGES
FROM CHARACTERS
Characters from the Forever Has Fallen®
universe will contact directly and accept
incoming communications from players. The
FHF characters will set tasks/challenges/
quests for players. These can be mini casual
mobile games, digital scavenger hunts,
acceptance of a package containing a
puzzle, or taking part in the story, by setting
up a dead letter drop for other fans.

Excitement and drama is driven by
‘countdown clock’ timers for quests and
challenges, unique character interactions,
which build empathy and progress the story,
the risk of failure and balancing the favour
or wrath of opposing characters.

EVENTS & LIVE EXPERIENCES
Events can be real world meetups/
experiences/quests/puzzles, or online
meetups/experiences/quests/puzzles
etc. They are by nature community based
and driven. These will range from city
wide scavenger hunts, escape rooms,
collaborative challenges/puzzles and
‘capture the flag’ style Easter egg hunts.
Excitement and drama is driven by ‘countdown
clock’ timers for quests, impact of success/
failure or choices dramatically influencing their
status, community interaction and camaraderie/
competitiveness.
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EXAMPLE OF DIGITAL BASED GAMEPLAY,
WITH CHARACTER INTERACTION
RECEIVE THE CHALLENGE

GO ON A VIRTUAL HUNT

GET REWARDED

The clue leads you on a digital hunt.
In this case, the audio file leads
to a digital hunt in Stockholm to
visit sponsors locations and solve
challenges.

You deliver the right answer to help
the character learn more about
Karl-Axel and in turn get rewarded
with a partner offer.

DISCOVER YOUR NEXT
CHALLENGE

I think Karl-Axel has
slipped up. Listen to
this rant I found:
death_is_not_the_
enemy.mp3

A character shares a clue with you.
This could come from a variety of
media such as social media, email
or text message.

You now gain access to the next
level, using a partner-branded
product. In this case, a digital airline
ticket that unlocks
a new map.
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EXAMPLE OF DIGITAL AND REAL WORLD GAMEPLAY,
WITH CHARACTER INTERACTION
INTERACT WITH
CHARACTERS

Automated Chatbot technology
powers interactions between
players and characters. These
interactions are the lead into new
challenges and clues.

AR BASED ENGAGEMENT

COMMUNITY-BASED EVENTS

Players to visit sponsor-driven
locations and use digital
consumables to unlock AR content
for clues, resolve a challenge or
gain a surprise digital collectable.
This has the ability to be for micro
localisation, similar to Pokemon GO.

The FHF community will come
together to solve city-wide
scavenger hunts, collaborate on
game intel and compete against
rival groups.

CAPTIVATING
STORYTELLING

The next step in storytelling is to
include high quality video content
which plays out new twists and
turns in the story, providing
characters with depth for fans to
form stronger relationships.
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INTEGRATING REWARDS WITH
THE STORY AND GAMEPLAY
THE DIFFERENT REWARDS THAT FANS CAN EARN
FOREVER COIN®
Used for purchasing goods and services in the game economy.
Can also be sold via a cryptocurrency exchange for other currencies
(FIAT or crypto).

DISCOUNTS
Coupon codes to receive discounts in the marketplace.

DIGITAL GOODS & COLLECTIBLES
These are Easter eggs in the gameplay, providing reward for effort
and exciting discoveries.

EXPERIENCES
Receive an invitation by a character to attend an exclusive fan only
event or a special event for a select few, to reflect on status.

THE INTRODUCTION OF FOREVER COIN®,
OUR CRYPTOCURRENCY, BRINGS A NEW DIMENSION
TO STORYTELLING AND GAMEPLAY.
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HOW FANS CAN EARN REWARDS
1. Completing a task assigned by Karl-Axel or another character
2. Playing a casual game and reaching certain levels
3. Recognition for actively promoting FHF and recruiting.
For example, liking and sharing FHF social media posts or using a unique referral code
to get friends and family onboard.

4. Creating parts of the fictional world or helping create or manage fan experiences
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TAKING FANDOM TO A NEW LEVEL
A part of the business model is to incentivise fans to help build and add value to the FHF universe – they do not get to determine twists or outcomes.
Fans first enrol themselves into the workforce, providing details of their skills/capabilities and expertise level. A fan can be given simple tasks such
as geo-tagging or hosting a fan event, to building a website, generating animation or other content to a specific brief and under guidance, with final
approval by FHF.
There will also be opportunities for groups of fans to participate in the story as part of the gameplay, such as staging a protest, AR geolocation games
or a scavenger hunt in a city.

BELOW ARE IMAGES FROM THE LAUNCH OF DARK KNIGHT, WHICH CREATED A FICTIONAL WORLD FOR FANS TO ENGAGE WITH.
FOREVER HAS FALLEN® TAKES THESE ENGAGEMENT TECHNIQUES FROM MARKETING, TO STORYTELLING AND GAMEPLAY, WITH
VALUABLE REWARDS.

A MOBILE PHONE MESSAGE
LEADS TO A CLUE

FANS GATHER TO PROTEST
HARVEY DENT’S INNOCENCE

HENCHMAN CREDENTIALS ARE HIDDEN IN
A CHILD’S BIRTHDAY CAKE AT BAKERIES
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WHO WANTS TO LIVE FOREVER?
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THE VERY HUMAN OBSESSION WITH IMMORTALITY
Forever Has Fallen® taps into the very human desire to survive for
as long as possible. Immortality is a recurring theme throughout the
series and in the gameplay.

WE WANT TO CREATE A GLOBAL MOVEMENT WITH A CAUSE.
CELLULAR REJUVENATION AND THE PURSUIT OF IMMORTALITY
BEING THE ULTIMATE PRIZE.

Integrated into the story is the powerful and increasingly realistic
concept of defying death with digital immortality, using a person’s
social media accounts, web habits and digital assets.

Fans can choose to donate to the Forever Fund, using Forever Coin®, to
assist cellular rejuvenation research.

Regardless of how comforting it is to know you will live on in the virtual
world, digital immortality remains a stopgap for the real thing. Which is
why the game is also a vehicle for something bigger.
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SOCIAL MEDIA. A VEHICLE WHERE HUMAN
CONSCIOUSNESS COULD LAST FOREVER?
WHILE PEOPLE SCRAMBLE TO GET THE LATEST IPHONE,
MANY AVOID CHURCH OR REJECT RELIGION OUTRIGHT.
But this does not relieve people from the burden of asking, ‘What’s
next?’ or ‘Why am I here?’
Overall people increasingly lack trust in institutions but will never stop
asking about purpose and reason for being.
Forever Has Fallen® will tap into the need for people to find answers to
the biggest questions anyone can ask, and perhaps find fulfillment in
technology.
Technology, especially social media based platforms, have filled many
gaps in how people socialise, what they place importance on and how
they form and maintain relationships.
We will raise discussions around AI, cellular rejuvenation research, and
provide tantalising prospects for how you could indeed dramatically
extend the time you and your loved ones live.

Our use of technology and science will have strong roots. In fact,
quantum computing, AI, cellular rejuvenation and bio sciences all point
towards the potential of life extension, either digitally or biologically.
What could be thought as science fiction has every opportunity to be
fact.
And we court perhaps one of the greatest controversies when we ask,
did we ever need any type of God?
Discussion about Forever Has Fallen® will go well beyond the storyline
and characters. People will be debating and discussing their purpose,
religion, technology, purpose of life and what is the way to make sense
of this crazy life.
From a marketing perspective, this means greater reach and brand
awareness, more interest in and deeper fan engagement with our
product, plus a constant stream of newsworthy stories to garner
invaluable amounts of free exposure in our markets.
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THE CHARACTERS
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THE PROTAGONIST
KARL-AXEL MATTIASSON
Karl-Axel Mattiasson has always been a force of nature. Gifted with a genius IQ and photographic memory,
he was born into a Swedish industrialist family but proved to be a constant source of frustration for his
father. Karl-Axel refused every test and every attempt to measure his abilities. Barely making it though
school, he was obsessed with mastering a wide variety of fields, from computing, to biology, chemistry,
physics and languages.
By the time he was 16, he had earned the respect of the academic and IT communities and was prolifically
publishing papers in the fields of physics and AI. But his most significant breakthroughs he kept to
himself. By the age of 23, he was a millionaire, something he held over his father who was a third
generation business owner and had inherited wealth.
Karl-Axel’s mother died when he was just 18 months, while she was giving birth to his younger sister
Helena. The two siblings were inseparable, until Helena died of a rare bone cancer at the age of 27. Her
death infuriated Karl-Axel, who felt a rage against a force he could not control, something he had never
experienced before.
Karl-Axel’s obsession with conquering death collides with his incredible hunger for creating new
technology, which leads him to a 10 year mission culminating in The Forever Engine, a masterpiece
of advanced technologies. With it he launches The Forever Social to generate billions of digital lives,
indistinguishable from the real thing, as if each consciousness lived on after their death. Customers are
able to continue posting and responding on major social media channels, as they did before their death.
The Forever Engine is powerful and realistic, so much so, that customers sign on to use the platform,
essentially outsourcing their digital life long before their death.
Ever belligerent, he meets head-on every challenge of anyone who criticises his work. The company
becomes a Unicorn, the fastest to do so in corporate history, reaching a billion dollar valuation within a
month of his investor launch. We are introduced to The Forever Social just as the planet starts to go crazy
for its digital immortality, with 30 million users and climbing fast.
Highly intelligent, ego driven and hugely self confident, Karl-Axel struggles with relationships and quickly
clashes with anyone who is not on his page.

TECHNOLOGY GENIUS,
THE FOREVER SOCIAL® FOUNDER
& BILLIONAIRE ON THE RUN
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TRANSCRIPT FROM INTERVIEW
WITH STEVE KROFT, CBS 60 MINUTES
Steve: Let’s get to a different issue. I think we have
covered your dim view on religion enough. A common
criticism about you is that you have a ‘God complex’.
Karl-Axel: Do I have a God complex? You bet your fucking
ass I have a God complex. Right now, as we speak, the most
powerful AI ever to have existed is using quantum computing
power that most tech companies can still only dream about.
In my care are tens of millions of digital lives, with
millions more cascading in every single week.
How could I not have a God complex? C’mon! It’s beyond
insane what The Forever Social has achieved. On one hand I
have religion screaming that I’m killing God and scientists
crying out that I’m a charleton.
But in the middle of all this bullshit are millions of
people who have entrusted me with their digital existence,
now and for when they die.
Let me be clear, the God complex was not of my manufacture.
It’s been painted onto me by those who hate my guts because
I spoil their fairy story; or those who love me, because I
have given them the most incredible opportunity in human
history – a real shot at living forever.
If that’s not deserving of a God complex, what is?”
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THE ANTAGONIST
KIRIL ORLOV
Prime investor in The Forever Social: Russian oligarch, Kiril Orlov is known in Russia as “Mr One hundred,”
because he never makes it onto the official CAATSA (Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions
Act) list of 96 Russian tycoons, yet wields incredible power. He remains elusive and a continual shadow in the
background of Russian politics, the military and banking.
His boldest move came from alignment with the Semibankirschina (seven bankers) who controlled 70% of all
Russian finances. He was the ‘unknown’ mastermind behind the purge of three of the seven, to consolidate
their power for himself.
He commands his own private fighting force, a team of assassins spread across the world, who he uses
discreetly to further his interests and eliminate anyone in his way. One of his prized recruits is Zakhira
Kurbanova, a Chechen national, which is a tribute to his ability to influence and control people even if they are a
natural enemy.

RUSSIAN OLIGARCH
AND PRIME INVESTOR
IN THE FOREVER SOCIAL
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THE FURY
ZAKHIRA KURBANOVA
Zakhira Kurbanova is a Chechen national, whose early memories are
of the Russian invaders being slaughtered in their T-80 tanks during
the Battle of Grozny. From her vantage point as a 5-year-old on the
third floor, she saw the Russian tank crews spill out on fire and burning
alive. In the years that followed, the revenge of Russia was felt directly
by her, when her capital city was described by the United Nations in
2003 as the most destroyed city on Earth.
Captured, tortured, raped and left for dead, she found her way back to
the local mafia where for the next 10 years, she fought against PTSD
to excel in a brutal man’s world, earning the nickname, ‘Cruel Dove,’
testimony to her beauty and bizarre methods of execution. In another
life, she could have been a brilliant surgeon or engineer, with a Mensa
level IQ.
She pursues Karl-Axel with sinister and inventive traps but is hindered
by struggles with her inner demons. She uses technology and stealth
to make up for a small stature, but she is incredibly strong and athletic
for her size, dedicated to never again allowing her body to be abused.

SCENE FROM THE PODCAST
Zakhira explains to Kiril how she gets results.
“I never motivate anyone with the fear of death.
I’m more of an in-the-moment type of girl, because no
one can contemplate, rationalise or be philosophical
while their eyeball is pierced.”
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A RELENTLESS COMPASS
DAVID BORG
If Karl-Axel is Moby Dick, David Borg is his unrelenting Ahab.
A family man, David takes pride in his deeply held convictions of truth, justice and faith. This is why he
was at City Hall protesting the Pope’s inflammatory and unofficial ‘rebirth’ via the Forever Engine®, just
days before being called in to lead the manhunt for the Forever Social’s® infamous figurehead.
David takes comfort knowing he has been chosen to right this wrong, pouring every resource into
catching his prey. Yet, as his personal life becomes threatened by his investigation, David must choose
between his unwavering ideals and those he loves the most.
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COMIC RELIEF
HÅKON BLIXT
A local journalist, Håkon Blixt is one of the luckiest
people alive. More by good fortune rather than skill,
his antics on local media have made him a lovable
‘people’s hero’, known for his charm, wit and talent for
creating drama wherever he goes.
Off the record, Håkon is a famous ‘easy lay’ for either
men and women (or both), seldom sleeping alone, but
never getting attached. As part of his chaotic life, he
continually finds himself a hair’s breadth away from
disaster, yet somehow manages to keep his career
and his minor fame. His closest friends call him ‘Teflon
Blixt’ a play on his surname which translates to ‘Flash’
in English, because nothing sticks and he is quickly
onto the next adventure.
His celebrity status and charm earned him the
opportunity to gain access to Karl-Axel, for the
purpose of authoring a biography. When his subject
becomes a fugitive on the run, this disaster might
deliver a greater opportunity. At least, for Hakon Blixt.
In his more contemplative moments, he thinks it might
be dangerous to be caught up in what he assumes is
a conspiracy. Then he remembers that Teflon Blixt has
never been cornered before, so why worry now?
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THE FOREVER ENGINE
The Forever Engine is based on two key technologies, which are
firmly rooted in fact.

1. QUANTUM COMPUTING
Quantum computing will transform mankind more than the
transistor technology it replaces. At the core of quantum
computing is harnessing the energy levels of atoms, to replace
transistors in computer chips. One chip from quantum computing
has the power to scan millions of words in multiple books
simultaneously, rather than line by line in one book, as with
traditional transistor based computer chips. We are approximately
10 years from commercialisation of this type of power.

2. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is already here and is a hot topic for
ethics and privacy. Ultimately, could it spell the end of humankind,
as seen in the Terminator movies? For example, putting AI into
small drones armed with C4 explosive and facial recognition – this
exists today… AI is only going to gain more of the public interest.
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KARL-AXEL’S VISION TO CREATE THE FOREVER ENGINE, WHICH WILL
MAINTAIN BILLIONS OF DIGITAL LIVES, REQUIRED A QUANTUM LEAP
IN QUANTUM COMPUTING TO GENERATE INCREDIBLE POWER FOR HIS
EQUALLY IMPRESSIVE AI.
He mastered a hybrid version of two main competing technology approaches
for quantum computing, super conducting and cold atoms. Super conducting
uses artificial atoms; cold atoms uses real atoms, which are slower but more
efficient.
Karl-Axel realised that the key to going beyond contemporary quantum
computing required synchronisation of super conducting and cold atoms. To
handle the computing power needed required the reliability of cold atoms, with
the ability to introduce the ‘turbo’ charging of super conducting to meet peak
demand times, especially during holiday seasons when people connected more
with each other.
His quantum computing breakthrough is called Unity Atom Conduction (UAC),
which delivers a 35% increase in power over other quantum technologies,
without sacrificing reliability. This vast power means that his highly advanced
AI programs learn a customer’s human traits, responses, patterns, behaviour,
speech and use of digital assets, like images, GIFs, memes and websites within
days, not months. And can handle unprecedented amounts of data.
With the optimisation of Unity Atom Conduction, his energy requirements
for his data centre is a lot less, saving a lot of money on running and storage
costs. Combined with being located in Iceland, where there is ultra cheap and
reliable energy, with 99.9% is generated from renewable resources – including
geothermal plants, hydroelectric plants and wind farms.
This is how The Forever Social® manages tens of millions of digital lives, can
grow to billions, all which have incredible real-to-life interactions, at a price
point that is affordable for the masses.
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HOW CLOSE ARE WE TO REALISING TECHNOLOGY
TO CREATE THE FOREVER ENGINE?

Remember the Mr. DNA film
from Jurassic Park? How it felt
plausible? That dinosaurs could
actually be resurrected from blood
in mosquitoes trapped millions of
years ago? The technologies in
Forever Has Fallen® are even more
‘plausible’ and certainly topical. This
heightens the experience of Forever
Has Fallen® as a credible storyline.

We can count on the world’s press
to add credibility to the story and
enhance the feeling, this is all very
possible...

Soul Machines is using AI to create
Human Computing Engine™. The
key is to create real-to-life digital
representations of humans so
that people interact with robots,
machines and software in a more
‘human’ way.

Social media, mobile phones and
powerful cameras have already
conspired to help make anyone
famous. And once online, you have
achieved a degree of immortality,
because what you post seems to
stick. The Forever Engine simply
makes it so.
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FOREVERHASFALLEN.COM
twitter.com/FHFcommunity

medium.com/@kimonlycos

facebook.com/foreverhasfallen

info@foreverhasfallen.com
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